
Scopwick Kirkby Green

*No - road bumps  *Yes  - Electronic reminders of speed as ... villages does seem to slow 
traffic significantly, making it much safer for pedestrians - especially with young children - 
on our 'old' narrow footpaths 

I would not like speed bumps or any other sort of constructed traffic 
calming, but i do think the police should set up a speed trap as some 
driver do not observe the speed limits 

Not had a child in this situation but see the children coming off secondary school bus 
dodging traffic to cross the B1188 or 1198 not sure which, to the main part of the village. In 
the winter this is worse and is an accident waiting to happen as the road  has become so 
much busier in the last 20 years 

Illumiated speed signs specifically through Kirkby Green as traffic often 
reaches national speed limit and more.  Restriction on heavy traffic 
through Scopwick and Kirkby Green.  Hass been a dramatic increase in 
construction vehicles again well in excess of 30mph. Danger to children 
and pets in Kirkby Green

1. Speed warning digital displays   2. More regular speed check group actions
Restrictions needed due to heavy traffic from quarry causing damage 
to road surface. This traffic is also travelling in excess of speed limit and 
without consideration to other road user

20mph limit Speed restrictions from level crossing   Improve Royal Oak junction

30mph limit
If it could stop heavy lorries so many at the moment, spoiling grass 
verges also breaking up the road edges 

40mph on B1188. Improved road access/visibility at T-junction on B1188/main street.

As to my earlier comment, stop the heavy goods vehicles, specifically 
quarry lorries using the village as a cut through. My house shakes as 
they thunder past. They also have a detrimental effect on the state of 
the road 

Absolutely - speed camera would be best on the main road Yes, speed cameras

Absolutely! in particular on the B1188. it's ridiculous the speed vehicles race through there, 
not to mention extremely dangerous. A speed camera or permanent speed monitoring 
system along with a reduction of the speed limit to 30mph is really needed. All the way 
from the bend at the top of hill to turning to Navenby.

Its a great shame that the parish council has never taken public safety 
as the highest priority within the parish. Cars, lorries + tractors speed 
through Kirkby Green daily at ridiculous speeds, as there is no real 
traffic calming measures in place, just a couple of pathetic 30mph 
warning cardboards. One day someone will get badly hurt. I'm glad i 
won't be feeling guilty

B1188
A speed restriction of 30mph, at the railway level crossing at Kirkby 
Green

B1188 - slow down traffic on main road through village Weight limit on roads

B1188 speed reduced and signs put further out the village to warn to slow down Motorists + Heavy lorries speeding through the village

Electronic speed of vehicles displayed Average speed cameras

Would you like to see traffic calming measures introduced on the main roads in the Parish?



Scopwick Kirkby Green

Ban lorries
Speed limit up to 60 miles between Scopwick / Kirkby green, bring 
down to 40, some drivers race between and don't slow down when 
reaching edge of villages

By the Scopwick Church Speed Cameras  Flashing speed signs
Fixed speed cameras Please refer to Question 5, 10

Flashing signs when limit is exceeded Make road from Timberland to Kirkby Green/ Scopwick 7.5 tonne only

Heath Road  40mph from R.A.F. Digby to Scopwick   Speedbumps etc. Please extend speed restrictions 
Heath Road PLEASE. Lights  Mini - roundabout  Speed bumps
Main road Kirkby Green

Main road through Scopwick should be 30mph
It is dangerous walking into the village form our house - especially 
crossing the main road from the layby to the village green a footpath 
would make it safer

Main street Occasionally police speed trap

Main Street
Traffic through Kirkby Green 7-9am and 4-6pm is very fast and many 
times I have not been able to pull out my drive safely due to others 
speed and recklessness.

Main street Scopwick, too many big lorries + cars going too fast Many vehicles and lorries exceed the speed limit through our village.

Mini roundabout at junction of Heath rd and B1188  Pinch point on Main st  Permanent 
speed indicator signs which speed of vechile

Speed bumps would increase the vibration from heavy lorries to 
houses adjacent to the road. 

Mini roundabout at main street junction of the B1188 as currently dangerous when exiting 
main road due to lack of visability around the corner into speeding traffic.

My opinion is that the more  we encourage walking - dog walking the greater the risk of an 
accident occurring.

No - Just the speed limit enforced by random speed traps and signs saying they take place

... along main street to limit speed especially for heavy lorries from quarry

On the main Lincoln road to improve safety for cars and pedestrians 

Pedestrian crossing on B1188 and Main st. Scopwick.   Speed awareness recording vehicle 
speeds through both villages 
Pedestrian crossing on B1188 and Main street Scopwick. Speed awareness recording 
vehicle speeds through both villages
Restrictions on weights of HGV vehicles and reduced speed limit



Scopwick 

Raised humps, sleeping policeman on the main B1188 to slow traffic down. The traffic has 
increased, along with their speed making it dangerous to cross the road

Reduced flow i.e. down to one lane along main street. In several places, Pelican crossings at 
Beck crossing points

Reduced speed limit on the main road to lincoln to be made longer.  Removal of stone 
building on the east side of the crossroads opposite the  pub visibility would be much 
improved. Maybe traffic lights at the crossroads?

See Q5 answer  Double yellow lines around bend in road next to church - if people are 
parked on church side and you need to go around then it is impossible to see around corner 
= dangerous. Sign post to parking near village hall/ make the parking there better to stop 
parking on verges - use field more effectively.

Sign (please slow down)
Sleeping policeman along Main Street to reduce the risk of further accidents and before 
there are fatalities
Sleeping policeman on Heath Road 
Slow down the motorbikes on B1188 during the summer month  Speed of vehicles on main 
street

Slow traffic on B1188. Average speed camera from start to end of village on B1188. People 
turning off 1188 slow down anyway so only need to measure people passing through

Speed bumps
Speed camera on B1188 between Heath road and Main street  
Speed indicators
Speed limits

Speed limits and reductions - 30mph on B1188, 20mph on village side roads 

Speed reminders - showing drivers actual speed 
Speed traffic comes through on the 1198 is terrifying and needs addressing
Speed Warning
T junction by the pub and the crossing by the Scopwick church
The 40mph going through village on B1188 needs to be alot slower

The main road from Lincoln to Metheringham entering Scopwick, cars drive too fast

Yes - but not traffic/ road bumps



Scopwick 

Speeding is a major concern. I understand the P.C. are trying to help with new traffic speed 
guns but this problem happens when the traps are not being used. When did the village last 
have SID? The junction with the B1188 is deadly. There must be improvements made here 
asap or i fear a major accident happening.

The main road. Heavy goods vehicles go over 30mph along this stretch of road. There is a 
blindspot area near the Church and any children or elderly crossing the road there could so 
easily become a fatal casualty (the area near the post box).

The speed limit on B1188 is too fast at 40mph. It should be reduced to 30mph and there 
should be measures put in place to give better visibility to cars turning out of main street

Too many speeding vehicles going through the village. if the village grows (hopefully not 
too much) this will increase traffic

Upon entering the village from the north + south on the B1188 -  but not an island in the 
middle of the road, have a restriction to give way to traffic coming other way

With the junction of main street and B1188 being a blind corner, traffic lights would have a 
dual purpose - safety and traffic calming
Yes on the main road approaching the pub from Sleaford and entering the village from 
Blankney to vicarage lane

Yes, a reduction to 30mph on B1188 through Scopwick with speed camera, and vehicle 
activated speed devices on B1191 out to village boundary


